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Drug Rehab & Addiction Treatment

A Unique Approach to Recovery

At A Forever Recovery, our unique, individualized treatment program gets results.  Our goal is to empower each client to live the best life possible. In that spirit, we offer a multi-faceted addiction program that works for everyone.

Start Your Journey To A New Life Call 866-264-5226



















Our Program is All About You

Clients choose their path to recovery.

We are a state licensed facility (#130102) staffed by some of the most compassionate and experienced professionals in the field today, and they are entirely dedicated to each of our client’s successful recovery.

Call Now: 877-959-5792



















Start your journey towards a new life with one call!

We offer several treatment options.

We are a state licensed facility (#130102) staffed by some of the most compassionate and experienced professionals in the field today, and they are entirely dedicated to each of our client’s successful recovery.

Call Now: 877-959-5792



































Individualized Treatment

At A Forever Recovery, we understand that no one approach to addiction treatment will work for every individual.










Why A Forever Recovery?

Our program strives to give clients a positive environment to help them overcome their addictions.



















































A Forever Recovery

A New Approach to Overcoming Addiction

We believe that each client should follow their own path to healing. We understand that each person reacts differently to treatment. To best accommodate their needs we offer an evidence-based, personalized, and comprehensive approach to addiction treatment.











Detoxification


Detoxification is the first step towards a drug-free lifestyle.  We respect the fact that each client needs the one-on-one attention that fosters trust in our ability to ensure their safety and success during this stage of treatment.












Group Therapy


Group therapy is a big part of our treatment approach.  Daily group sessions help clients share their fears and accomplishments, and regain a sense of confidence and self-worth by communicating with others.












Activity Group Therapy


Activity group therapy helps clients learn to interact with others as a sober individual.  They also gain insight into recognizing the base criteria for choosing social groups outside of the program.












Supplemental Activities


Circumstances in our lives often make us feel hopeless in our quest for happiness. This is often the case for recovering addicts. Our supplemental activities program helps them learn how to overcome unhealthy coping habits and live a fulfilling, confident life.





































Our Approach

Addiction Treatment Options

We allow clients to take the time they need to feel confident of their ability to reintegrate into society.  With a staff of the most qualified professionals in the field, we ensure our clients of the highest level of care available. We offer a variety of options that allow clients to customize a program they feel is best suited for their needs and preferences.  Our goal is to help each individual in our program to return to their families and communities with an improved attitude and a renewed sense of purpose.













Program Outline


Because we are committed to meeting each of our client’s unique needs, our program options are comprised of several tracks that have proven over time to facilitate lasting recovery.



View Our Program Outline










Tracks to Recovery


A Forever Recovery understands that what works for one person may not work for another.  With that in mind, we have designed our program around five specific tracks. Our clients enjoy the flexibility of this treatment approach.



Tracks to Recovery










Aftercare Treatment


Our clients worked hard on their recovery, so we want to continue supporting and encouraging them after they leave our facility. With our aftercare program, clients and their families can continue to receive guidance by contacting us anytime.



We Offer Aftercare Treatment





































What we do matters!

Client Testimonials

What better way to demonstrate the effectiveness of the treatment program at A Forever Recovery than to offer the testimonials of our former clients.  These individuals have overcome one of life’s biggest challenges and are proud to share their success story with you. Take a few minutes to listen to one or two of the testimonials now.





































Start Your Journey


In Just A Few Minutes

Feel free to call us toll-free at 866-264-5226 and speak with a certified drug rehab counselor if you have any questions about our unique approach to addiction recovery.














Step 1:


Speak with our compassionate addiction counselors!

Making the decision to seek treatment for addiction is a big step toward a new life.  Now that you are ready to begin, contact our addiction counselors today to begin your journey.  We will help you choose a program that is right for your unique situation.





















Step 2:


Take an assessment to check your needs.

When you contact A Forever Recovery, our counselors will conduct a confidential assessment to determine the best treatment approach for your needs.  You will have an opportunity to take part in choosing some of the program options that you prefer.





















Step 3:


Verify your insurance benefits.

You don’t want to arrive at the facility only to learn that your insurance doesn’t cover some of the treatment or none at all.  We will help you verify your insurance benefits and discuss any other financial arrangements if needed.

































Questions clients ask


Frequent Questions

We understand that choosing an addiction treatment program can be a daunting task.  During the process, you will have many questions about the program, the staff, what to expect in detox, and many more.  Here are some of the most frequently asked questions that could be helpful in making a decision:


























How long does the program last?




At AFR, we believe our clients should have whatever time they need to heal.  Each addiction is different and people respond to treatment in their own way.  For those reasons, we don’t impose a strict time-frame. Daily assessments help us determine when a patient is ready to leave the program.










Do you offer on-site detox?




In most cases, it is best to choose a program that offers on-site detox.  The advantages of this include an easier transition into the rehabilitation phase of treatment.  On-site detox at AFR adheres to the guidelines of the ASAM and is monitored 24/7 by addiction specialists.










Are the staff and faculty certified and accredited?




Our program is accredited by an, which means we adhere to the highest standards of addiction treatment services.  Our staff are certified in a variety of methodologies and they receive ongoing training during their time here.










Can my family be involved in the program?




At AFR, we understand that a strong support structure is crucial to relapse prevention outside of the program.  We encourage family members to attend activities and counseling sessions with their loved one in our facility. In this way, our clients are more assured of a positive recovery environment when they leave our facility.



















Do you provide aftercare services?




Leaving the security of a treatment program can be a bit overwhelming for recovering addicts. AFR makes the transition easier by providing one year of aftercare services to our clients. These services can include assistance with housing, transportation, employment, continued guidance and support, and much more.










What kind of therapy is offered?




The program at AFR is a comprehensive, evidence-based curriculum that includes group and individual counseling, activity group therapy, skills training, and a variety of supplemental therapies.  Each aspect of our approach to treatment is designed to address the mental, physical, and spiritual healing our clients need.










Do you have a waiting list?




Occasionally, our facility will be at capacity.  When this occurs, we can refer clients to another facility if they wish to enter treatment right away.  Or, we will place their name on the waiting list and will contact the client every 30 days during the waiting period.










Can I bring my prescription medications?




Our policy at AFR is to ensure the safe and timely administration of prescription medications.  Clients requiring prescription medications are educated and monitored by trained/certified direct care staff.  Self-administration of medication is allowed in our PHP or IOP programs.


























A Forever Recovery

Drug & Alcohol Rehab

You won’t feel out of place or alone.  Our facility serves to provide a comforting, positive environment for clients as they undertake a challenging transformation.  When you arrive at our facility, you’ll find that you can let go of stress and fear, and relax knowing you are safe. At AFR, we believe that…


Every person has the right to be treated with respect and have the ability to take part in choosing their own path to recovery.



We also understand that not everyone has insurance and with that in mind, we make sure our program is affordable so that those in need can get the care they deserve.  Everything we do is about our clients and their safety, comfort, and success. 





























Speak with a recovery advisor.

You don’t have to do any of this alone.  One of our recovery advisors is always available to talk with you.  If you have questions or even if you just need someone to listen, we are happy to be of service in any way possible.  Don’t hesitate to pick up the phone and call us anytime day or night.



Call 24/7: 866-264-5226








































About A Forever Recovery


Our addiction recovery resource website is the ideal location for anyone who needs to escape from the frenzied world of addiction.





Let’s End Your Addiction


	Phone: 866-264-5226
	Address: https://aforeverrecovery.com/
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For Immediate Treatment Help Call
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